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Effects of impurity on the electronic states
in graphite
Recently, some experimental results have been repoted
for a-graphite with dilutely-doped borons; g-shifts, Hall
effects, and de Haas-van Alphen effects. Though they have
not been acoumulated enough to suggest a systematio view
about the effect of impurities on the graphite, they moti-
-43-
vate us to start a theoretical investigation on this problem.
'Since there are no theories which consider the effec;.ts of
impurity On the electronic states in graphite, we calculate
1. the change in elec tronic states due to an . impr,~ty by using
a simple two-dimensional model for graphite crystals. Fol-
lowing the Koster and Slater's method in the Wannier's re-
.... 'presentation, the phase shift of wave functions caused by
iinpTiri ties'· is inves.tiga ted. ,I t is concluded that there are
one virtual state in the conduction band and one localized
state 'below the valence band if ari impurity atom makes an
I.'· "
attraotive· potential field which is strongly localized.
Further we investigate the change in the; states density as
afunotion of energies in iT-band ·which is caus\3d by the
scattering of electrons by the field of impurities. The
case, in Which po ten tial extends over many la ttice si tes ,
is also studied on the basis of effective mass approach.
It is found that one cannot expect an energy-dependent
" ; : -
change in density of states in both conduction and valence
bands as far as one confines wi th the firs'torder pertur-
bation treatment. In this treatment we obtain the very
small phase shift.
